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Abstract

Shear wave splitting is a well-known method for indication of orientation, radius, and length of fractures in subsurface layers. In this paper, a three component near offset VSP data acquired from a fractured
sandstone reservoir in southern part of Iran was used to analyse shear
wave splitting and frequency-dependent anisotropy assessment. Polarization angle obtained by performing rotation on radial and transverse components of VSP data was used to determine the direction of polarization
of fast shear wave which corresponds to direction of fractures. It was
shown that correct implementation of shear wave splitting analysis can
be used for determination of fracture direction. During frequencydependent anisotropy analysis, it was found that the time delays in shearwaves decrease as the frequency increases. It was clearly demonstrated
throughout this study that anisotropy may have an inverse relationship
with frequency. The analysis presented in this paper complements the
studied conducted by other researchers in this field of research.
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INTRODUCTION

Fractures are geological features in the subsurface layers controlling mechanical strength and transport properties of different formations. Fracture
systems are also key parameters for hydrocarbon production, manipulation
of water supplies as well as dispersion of pollutants into aquifer. Fractures
are usually considered to be one of the dominant causes of observing anisotropy in hydrocarbon reservoirs.
Most of our understanding about the subsurface layers is coming from
seismic data analysis. The unique properties of S-waves can provide significant added value over conventional P-wave methods. For example, S-wave
velocity contrast of sand channels has recently been found to be a perfect asset in delineating the limits and morphology of the Alba field in the North
Sea (MacLeod et al. 1999). Additionally, the insensitivity of S-waves to pore
fluids has been revealed to be a great help in imaging the structure of the
Valhall where P-wave structural could not be very helpful due to presence of
a gas chimney (Thomsen et al. 1997). One of the most successful methods in
characterization of fractures behavior is also shear waves’ data analysis
(Crampin 1985). As a matter of fact, one commonly used method to examine
fracture-induced azimuthal anisotropy is shear-wave splitting analysis. In
this type of analysis, strike of fractures is derived from polarization direction
of fast shear-waves and fracture density can be given by time delay between
the fast and slow shear-waves.
In the last decade, it has been found and repeatedly indicated that splitting of shear-waves depends mostly on frequency (Marson-Pidgeon and
Savage 1997, Chesnokov et al. 2001, Liu et al. 2000). Generally speaking,
the larger the size of the fractures, the lower the frequency range where velocity dispersion and frequency dependence of anisotropy occur. If multiple
fracture sets with different scales are present, say, micro-cracks are aligned
in whatever direction from aligned fractures, low frequency would be expected to give the orientation of fractures and high frequency would give the
direction of micro-cracks. This may appear initially to be surprising, but we
can see later that this can be physically explained. The effect has been observed in VSP data (Chesnokov et al. 2001, Liu et al. 2003) and used to invert for fracture size. It is also consistent with observations from earthquake
data (Marson-Pidgeon and Savage 1997, Liu et al. 2000). There is also evidence from measurements taken from a range of experiments that shear
wave splitting exhibits frequency dependence (Lynn et al. 1999). However,
to do frequency dependent anisotropy analysis, there has to be models relating polarization and time delays of split shear-waves to fracture density and
orientations. Plenty of these models and theories have been introduced and
provided the foundation of anisotropy analysis. However, most theories fail
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to provide an adequate explanation of velocity dispersion at seismic frequency and hence variation of anisotropy with frequency is not predicted (Thomsen 1995, Hudson et al. 1996, 2001; Hudson 1981, Bayuk and Chesnokov
1998, Chesnokov et al. 1998, Liu et al. 2000, Pointer et al. 2000). Thus, in
plenty of cases, scattering of seismic waves and fluid flow are considered as
the two mechanisms relating velocity dispersion to fractured rock. Wave
scattering mechanism has been studied by Werner and Shapiro (1999) and
Chesnokov et al. (2001) whereas fluid flow has been evaluated by Magnitsky and Chesnokov (1986), Bayuk and Chesnokov (1998), Parra (2000),
and Tod and Liu (2002). Among these, Bayuk and Chesnokov (1998),
Chapman et al. (2003), and Tod and Liu (2002) presented theoretical models
to evaluate vertically aligned fractures in porous rocks. Lynn et al. (1995,
1996, 1999) also used P- and S-wave azimuthal anisotropy to characterize
fractured reservoirs. As a matter of fact, many theoretical and field studies
have shown that the azimuthal variation in wavefield attributes (such as velocity and amplitude) can be used for fracture detection (Tsvankin 1997, Li
et al. 2003, Vetri et al. 2003, Zhu et al. 2008, Qian et al. 2008). However,
only a few consider frequency dependencies in physical characteristics of anisotropic media.
In this study, three-component near offset VSP data acquired from a
fractured sandstone reservoir in a field located in southern part of Iran was
used to evaluate fracture orientation and analyse frequency dependent anisotropy. Techniques used to process the three-component VSP data, shearwaves splitting, and frequency dependent analysis will be presented and discussed in details.
2.

GEOLOGICAL SETTING AND AVAILABLE DATA

The study field is located at approximately 90 km distance offshore Kharg
Island and was discovered by AGIP in 1966. The field is a NNE-SSW trending, elongated anticline, with dimensions and thickness of approximately
100 km2 and 250 m, respectively, and is within the Burgan fractured sandstone reservoir. While the fractured reservoir introduces highly anisotropic
and shear splitting environment, in this field the cap rock shale formation has
resulted in a dominant anisotropic behavior in the subsurface layers. The
structure has a pronounced southern culmination and is faulted along its
crest. A significant collapse is present over the northern culmination that has
a lower structural relief than the southern one. Uncertainty related to the
depth of the flanks of the structure exists due to the lack of velocity data.
The faults do not extend across the entire structure and reservoir continuity
and connectivity is expected to be maintained within the oil column resulting
in a field wide common pressure regime. The minor displacement along the
faults combined with the high sand content limits the potential for developBrought to you by | Curtin University Library
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ment of fault seals. However, uncertainty exists on the sealing potential of
individual faults. Some faults may seal and most faults are expected to form
partial flow barriers resulting in tortuous flow paths across faults. The geological reports indicate heterogeneity and uncertainties related to the actual
location and correlatability of the good quality sands. Matrix porosity and
permeability of the reservoir rocks are generally low (porosity is less than
10% and permeability is less than 5 mD); however, natural fractures can assist in higher production rates. Two fracture sets were identified during surface mapping; one is striking N10E and the other is striking N73W to
N87W. Maximum horizontal stress direction was estimated as N10E to
N20E from borehole elongation observed in four-arm caliper logs in the adjacent wells. The first exploration well, drilled in 1964/65, encountered the
Burgan reservoir indicating the structure to be slightly under-filled. Currently, two wells in this field are producing 5000 bbl/d. A total of 15 wells

Fig. 1. Geological structure of the Burgan reservoir.
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Fig. 2. Geological stratigraphy of the field under study (NISOC 2005).

have been drilled between 1964 and 1970 on the structure. Figure 1 shows
the geological structure of the reservoir in this field. Figure 2 shows the geological stratigraphy of the field.
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2.1 Offshore well logs, core, and VSP data
In the studied well, a four-armed caliper, multi array sonic log (i.e., shear
and compressive waves) together with porosity and density logs and a Vertical Seismic Profile (VSP) were acquired. In addition, to have information
about productive zones, two core trips were run to test the acquired cores at
later stages. In the study, to obtain information about the properties of the
subsurface layers, two core trips were run. In the first run, 23.5 m of the
rocks were cored but 21.7 m recovered. In the second run, 16.5 m were
cored with 6.5 m being recovered. Visual inspection of the cores showed
continuous length of intact rock and some zones that were heavily fractured
(see Fig. 3).

Fig. 3. Fractured core samples obtained from offshore wells (NISOC 2005).
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2.2 VSP data acquisition
Due to the topographic relief of the reservoir, accurate positioning of development wells on the structure was particularly important. Thus, a thorough
knowledge of the reservoir structure was essential, and the potential of VSP
techniques for mapping the reservoir structure was considered to be very
critical. In addition, the combined requirements of small size, wide frequency band, directional sensitivity, high data production rate, and relatively
low cost were difficult to be met with existing seismic exploration equipment.
The acquisition of the near-offset VSP (i.e., source was located at 50 m
distance from well head) was done using an array of two air guns and a
three-component downhole geophone. This multi-level three-component receiver chain, with an outside diameter of 43 mm, was designed and built for
surveys in deviated boreholes with maximum deviation of around 34 degrees. Two hydrophones were also attached to the source frame. One was
used as the time reference and the other as a backup. The acquisition was
performed at the depth interval of 60 to 2650 m with a vertical spacing of
approximately 15 m between successive geophone stations. The geophone
was clamped to the borehole wall at each level but was free to rotate between
levels, and the orientation of the horizontal geophone components was not
monitored. Data was acquired in different sections of the well from open
hole to multiple casing strings at kilometer scale. Figure 4 shows schematically the design and acquisition of VSP data from the well under consideration.

Fig. 4. Schematic representation of design and acquisition of VSP data corresponding to the well in this study (NISOC 2005).
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VSP DATA PROCESSING AND SHEAR WAVE SPLITTING

3.1 Fast and slow shear wave
First step of shear wave splitting includes determination of fast and slow
shear wave slowness for evaluating the possible intervals showing anisotropy. To do this, processing the 3-component near offset VSP data acquired
from a deviated well was done. Thus, first-break times were picked on the
raw vertical component traces, initial velocity was obtained by the location
of the receivers and all traces were filtered with a 10-50 Hz zero-phase
bandpass filter to remove high frequency noise. Figure 5 shows the raw Xand Y-components while Fig. 6 gives the Z-components of VSP along with
the raw velocity obtained by first break time picking.
Comparing to surface seismic data, the wavefields recorded in VSP data
sets are much more complicated due to the downhole location of the receivers. For a P-wave source in VSP data, major wave modes present in the VSP

Fig. 5. Raw horizontal components of VSP acquisition in the well under this study:
Y-component (left) and X-component (right).
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Fig. 6. Raw vertical component (left) with first arrival time picking (i.e., green line)
and travel time of first arrival P-wave (right).

data include upgoing and downgoing P-waves (Pv), downgoing and upgoing
shear waves (Sv), and horizontal shear wave (Sh).
The main object of this study was to pick the first arrival time of fast and
slow shear waves. Thus, polarization reorientation of the multi-component
data was performed using the Hodogram analysis. Hodogram analysis is
based on the amplitudes in the short time windows given by the first breaks
of 3C data. Its basic principle is to use the amplitude cross-plot of first
breaks in an orthogonal coordinate system to find the wavefield polarization
angle between two component data (Gulati et al. 2004). After polarization
analysis of raw X- and Y-components, there will be two new components
known as H (horizontal) and T (transverse) components containing P-waves
and SV-waves travelling in the vertical plane and Sh wave travel perpendicular to this plane, respectively. Hodogram analysis of Z component and H
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Fig. 7. Downgoing (left) and upgoing (right) components extracted from V- and Rcomponents.

component yielded two new components called V (vertical) and R (radial)
components. Both of these contain upgoing and downgoing P- and S-waves.
However, intensity of shear wave in R-component is much higher than that
of the V-component. Vertical component mainly contains the P-wave. To
separate downgoing and upgoing waves, radon transform was used. The F-K
filter is the conventional type of filtering space used to discriminate the upgoing and downgoing waves. However, the success of F-K filtering depends
strongly on the degree to which events are mapped into distinguished regions
in the F-K domain. If, for example, many events are present in the data,
these events overlap in the F-K domain and their separation is complicated
(Theune et al. 2006). To circumvent this inherent problem of F-K filtering
for coherent noise suppression, radon transform can be used (Nuzzo and
Quarta 2004). The radon transform pair is expressed as:
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Fig. 8. Downgoing P- and S-waves (left) and upgoing P- and S-waves (right) obtained from time variant analysis.

⎧
ω +∞
iω px
⎪ψ (ω , p) =
∫−∞ ϕ (ω, x)e dx
2π
⎨
⎪ϕ (ω , x) = +∞ψ (ω , p )e −iω px dp
∫−∞
⎩

(1)

In the above equations, ψ and φ are, respectively, wavefield in frequency-slowness and frequency-space domains. Parameter p is slowness, ω is angular frequency, and x is distance.
Applying the radon transform upgoing and downgoing waves were extracted from V- and R-components, respectively. Figure 7 shows the upgoing
and downgoing waves obtained through radon transform filtering.
Before separating the P- and S-waves, tube wave should be removed
from the components. However, due to being marine date acquisition, tube
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wave cannot be found in acquired data. To separate upgoing and downgoing
P- and S-waves, in the current paper a new approach known as time-variant
analysis was used. This approach uses propagation direction and polarization
orientation for various waves at different travel times. In this approach, calculations are done in time-spatial domain rather than frequency or any other
domains. Undoubtedly, time and spatial variant propagation and polarization
information of the waves will be much more accurate and helpful for
wavefield separation. To implement this approach, those steps mentioned
earlier including azimuthal corrections and separation of upgoing and downgoing waves should be done. To calculate propagation direction and polarization orientation of the wavefields forward modeling can be simply used.
Assuming linear polarization of the wavefields, upgoing Pv- and Sv-waves in
vertical and radial components can be reoriented on their own polarization
planes. Thus, two polarization planes, one for the upgoing P-wave and an-

Fig. 9. Fast and slow Swave velocity obtained
from VSP data analysis.
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other one for the upgoing S-wave, will be set up. Downgoing waves in this
method are considered to be residual in the two planes which can be removed by radon transform or even F-K filtering. Figure 8 shows the results
obtained through utilizing this method for wavefield separation.
As shown in Fig. 8, the methodology used here is able to highlight the
first arrival time of the downgoing and upgoing P- and S-waves. In addition,
we still need the horizontal S-wave for doing the complete analysis and determining which one of the shear waves is the faster and which one is the
slower. According to the number of studies carried out in this area of research, T (transverse) component obtained through hodogram analysis of
Raw X- and Y-components contains Sh wave (Liu et al. 2012). Thus it is possible to do shear wave splitting analysis. Figure 9 shows the fast and slow
shear waves obtained from first arrival time of upgoing Sv and Sh.
As indicated in Fig. 10, difference between the fast and slow shear waves
in the interval of 2000 to 2250 m can be attributed to fractured sandstone
reservoirs as Burgan A and B reservoirs located in such interval. Velocity
difference of shear waves in the interval between 1450 to 2000 m is related
to the extensive existence of shale layer in the cap rock of the reservoir. Being sure about the application of VSP data processing in fracture detection,
in the next step fracture strike detection is done and discussed in details.

Fig. 10. Hodogram analysis of radial and transverse components before rotation to
be in direction of horizontal components.
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3.2 Fracture strike detection
Shear-wave splitting (SWS) is a valuable tool based on the observation of
shear-wave propagating for characterization of aligned microcracks and fractures. In this method, faster shear wave is polarized parallel to the crack direction and slower one is polarized perpendicular to it (Crampin and Peacock
2005). In this case, polarization direction of the fast shear-wave is parallel to
cracks orientation regardless of the initial polarization at the source (Peacock
et al. 1988). The time delay between the arrival of the faster and the slower
shear-waves on the other hand will be proportional to crack density (Hudson
1981, Crampin 1987, Crampin and Lovell 1991) and can be used for crack
characterization. These two shear-wave splitting parameters known as polarization direction (φ) and time delay (Δt) are valuable data to estimate subsurface fracture geometry, its density and permeability within fractured
reservoirs.
For the purpose of this study, as it was mentioned earlier, wavefield separation was done by a sequence of two two-component rotations, and by radon filters in the common-shot gather domain. Using the VSP data from a
P-wave source, the difference between the fast and slow shear waves propagating in two different transverse and radial directions can be an indication
of possible fracture in subsurface layers. Conventional analysis done for
fracture strike direction involves rotation of horizontal component data into
the natural coordinate system through the use of standard methods such as
Alford rotation (Alford 1986), or the linear transform using hodogram analysis (Li and Crampin 1993). In addition, according to the Long (2010), shear
wave splitting analysis for determination of fracture strike can be done by
searching for maximum correlation and most linear particle motion between
the transverse (T) and radial (R) components. To determine fast shear wave
polarization angle φ the two components therefore are interactively rotated
until the horizontal particle motion plot shows that fast and slow shearwaves are oriented along the instrument’s horizontal components. In this
case, there will be a completely linear correlation between the two components containing shear waves. This angle of rotation from the original polarization direction determines φ. Time delay, on the other hand, can be directly
measured by the difference between arrival times of two shear waves in various intervals. Figure 10 shows the correlation between the fast and shear
wave before the rotation carried out for determination of polarization direction.
As can be seen in Fig. 10, due to anisotropy in subsurface layer which
can be due mainly to fractured sandstone reservoirs in the interval highlighted in Fig. 9, fast and slow shear wave particle motion has an elliptical shape.
This shape is changed to be in a linear form when these two waves polarized
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Fig. 11. Hodogram analysis of radial and transverse components after rotation to be
in direction of horizontal components with linear particle motion.

in the direction of instrumental horizontal components. This change in particle motions is depicted in Fig. 11.
According to the plot shown in Fig. 11, polarization angle φ of the fast
shear wave is approximately 86 degrees. This angle is approved with looking
at the signals shown in the right side of Fig. 11 as those signals almost completely match with each other at the output. This polarization angle which
corresponds to the strike of fractures can be simply shown in rose diagram
by converting the angle to be azimuth. Figure 12 shows the rose diagram
plot of fracture strike obtained by determination the polarization angle of fast
shear wave.
As shown in Fig. 12, E indicates the direction of horizontal component
parallel to X-axis whereas N expresses the direction of horizontal component
parallel to Y-axis. Vertical Z-component is perpendicular to the E-N plane.
The longest bar in the rose diagram shows the main strike of fractures in
subsurface layer in N-E (i.e., X-Y plane). Considering the polarization angle
in X-Y plane of instrumental components, azimuth of fast shear wave polarization in N-E plane will be N4E. This result has an acceptable match with
the fracture orientation obtained from core data analysis in the lab.
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Fig. 12. Rose diagram obtained by converting the angle of maximum polarization into azimuth.
4.

FREQUENCY-DEPENDENT ANISOTROPY

Seismic anisotropy is a widely used tool for assessment of fractured rocks
and fluid migration in subsurface layer. To do this type of analysis, various
medium theories have been proposed which have been found with limited
applications due to their theoretical constraints. There are few publication
literatures discussing on the frequency-dependent anisotropy, especially in
geophysical exploration. This topic, however, has been reported in earthquake literature by Marson-Pidgeon and Savage (1997). They indicated that
time-delay decreases as frequency increases. However, it should be noticed
that even heterogeneity can produce apparent anisotropy which should not
be mistaken with anisotropy induced by fractures or weak planes (MarsonPidgeon and Savage 1997). Frequency-dependent anisotropy can be evaluated due to scattering of seismic waves in heterogeneous mediums. For example, Werner and Shapiro (1999) have shown that anisotropy will be
different in various frequencies. This means that heterogeneous mediums
can behave like an anisotropic medium at some frequencies in the case of
having certain alignments. However, influence of heterogeneities decreases
as the frequency increases and wavelength decreases. This implies that
waves with various periods are sensitive to anisotropy of structure at different scale. This means, lower frequency bands measurements tend to smooth
small-scale heterogeneities while high-frequency measurements are sensitive
to these small-scale changes. In fact, the scale of heterogeneities should be
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small enough to cause effective anisotropy rather than scattering (Sato and
Fehler 1997). Chesnokov et al. (2001) proposed a model addressing the frequency dependent anisotropy in the presence of orientation in heterogeneities medium. They revealed that anisotropy can only be observed when the
wavelengths of waves are much greater than the sizes of inhomogeneities.
Another most likely phenomenon causing frequency-dependent anisotropy is fluid flow in fractured rocks. This subject has been studied in the last
decades to evaluate velocity dispersion and frequency dependent anisotropy
in porous rocks. Bayuk and Chesnokov (1998) were pioneers in assessing
the correlation between P- and S-waves anisotropy in fractured rocks. They
concluded that seismic waves can be a useful asset for distinguishing fluid
properties of fractured reservoir rocks. Chapman et al. (2003) placed aligned
fractures in porous media and indicated that fluid flow can occur at grain and
fractures scales and hence anisotropy is a frequency-dependent phenomenon.
Thomsen (1995) concluded that at seismic frequencies, little dispersion may
induce on the waves due to anisotropy. Chapman et al. (2003) revealed that
frequency dependence may be expected to be observed in the presence of
larger scale fractures in the seismic frequency ranges but not in low frequency limit. Tod and Liu (2002) presented a model to describe fluid flow in elliptical cracks and pointed out that fluid flow is not negligible and play
significant role in observing frequency-dependent anisotropy. Therefore, the
shear wave splitting sensitivity depends mostly on frequency, heterogeneity,
and fractures in the background anisotropic structure (Long et al. 2008). In
the following sections, frequency dependent anisotropy is evaluated and discussed through utilizing a three-component near offset VSP data in the studied well.
4.1 Frequency-dependent anisotropy analysis using 3C-near offset VSP
data
To do frequency-dependent anisotropy analysis, hodogram analysis and
component rotation were performed after a series of zero-phased band-pass
filtering on the transverse (which contains Sh wave) and radial (which contains Sv wave) components aiming to do shear wave splitting for each frequency band. Hence, these components were band pass filtered to have three
distinct frequency bands of 0-15, 15-30, and 30-45 Hz. Having these three
frequency bands, polarization analysis was carried out to determine polarization angle corresponding to each band. Figure 13 shows the polarization angles obtained through successive rotation of components classified into three
frequency bands.
As shown in Fig. 13, except for very low frequency, polarization angles
in the reservoir interval are in acceptable agreement with those obtained
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Fig. 13. Polarization angle of fast shear wave splitting.
Time-Frequency Analysis
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Fig. 14. Variation of time delay between fast and slow shear waves.
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from the earlier rotation analysis for determination of fast shear wave polarization direction. Figure 14 shows the variations of time delays between fast
and slow shear-waves obtained in different frequency bands.
In Fig. 14, four distinct intervals can be identified as the seismically anisotropic area in high frequency: 2530-2060, 2071-2090, 2112-2118, and
2196-2198 m. In other depth intervals, however, the time delays remain almost constant, implying that these intervals are isotropic in terms of the
propagation of waves as there is no further shear-wave splitting observed. In
very low frequency, very high time delay is observed which may be attributed to the existence of heterogeneity in the intervals. It should be noticed that
layer stripping method will not be necessary to be implemented here as there
is no obvious change in polarization with depth, revealing that fracture orientation is not changing with depth at least across the interval between 2040
and 2210 m. As it has been depicted in Fig. 14, time delays of frequency between 15-30 and 30-45 Hz are similar to each other and can clearly show the
variation of shear wave splitting in the reservoir interval. In this interval, the
shear-wave anisotropy occurs due to the presence of open and aligned vertical fractures, as it was already mentioned. If it is assumed that the magnitude
of shear-wave anisotropy (time delays between split shear-waves) is proportional to fracture density, then the highest density of open, fluid-filled fractures is interpreted to be in the interval between 2060 and 2120 m. Figure 15
Time-Frequency Relationship
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Fig. 15. Time delays across interval with highest density of open, fluid-filled fractures.
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Fig. 16. Amplitude spectral plot of the fast and slow shear wave components.

shows the time delays in the interval with highest density of open and fluidfilled fractures.
As depicted in Fig. 15, time delays linearly increase with depth and decrease as frequency increases. A linear regression was applied to fit the time
delay variations with depth for each frequency band. Except for the lowest
frequency band (0-15 Hz), at which the variation of amplitude is small, a decrease in the gradient of time delays can be clearly seen. It should be noted
that while the model proposed by Tod and Liu (2002) indicated that low frequency may be an important parameter to take into consideration, in this
study it was found that it may have application in characterization of medium heterogeneity. It was also concluded that as the frequency increases, anisotropy due to time delay is reduced. Figure 16 shows the amplitude spectral
plots of the fast and slow shear wave components.
Having high amplitude energy in fast shear wave component can be due
mainly to the processing steps done to separate qP, qSv, and qSh. In fact,
components’ rotation carried out by the hodogram analysis reduces the energy in the T-components and enhances the energy concentrated on R-component. According to the results shown in Fig. 16, one may consider the
band-pass filtering technique as one of the factors in observing variation of
anisotropy with frequency. It should be noticed that according to the uncertainty principle, it is impossible to have optimal resolution in time and frequency at the same time.
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DISCUSSION

Seismic anisotropy analysis is one the recent discussions in seismic exploration which essentially deal with characterization of fractured rocks in order
to have better understanding of fluid flow migration. Plenty of theories have
been proposed in the recent years trying to relate seismic parameters to properties of rock mass. Most of these theories were found applicable but due to
their limitations and assumptions, accuracy of the results will be questionable. The important matter which has not yet been considered in most of
these medium theories is the relationship of frequency with the existence of
fractures in rocks. It should be noticed that in order to discriminate heterogeneity of fractures, which both can be considered as the main reason of seismic anisotropy in different frequencies, frequency analysis should be done
carefully as different critical wavelength ranges may reflect different physical mechanisms. This is one of the most significant limitations of current
medium theories which have not yet been addressed appropriately. Although
attempts were made in this study to show how frequency and seismic anisotropy are relatively inked to each other based on VSP seismic data analyzed
in three distinct frequency bands, more studies are still required to be done to
address this mater and add these vital parameters into medium theories so as
to reduce the misinterpretation of fractures with heterogeneity.
6.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, shear-wave splitting and frequency analysis was demonstrated
using a three component near offset VSP data acquired from a fractured reservoir. Using hodogram analysis of radial and transverse components of the
VSP data, fracture orientation across the reservoir layer was estimated. Performing frequency dependent anisotropy, it was shown that there is no apparent relationship between polarization and frequency since spatial distribution of fracture orientation did not change with frequency. Time-delays between fast and slow shear-waves which are proportional to fracture density
indicated that frequency increases as the time delay increases. At the same
time, anisotropy observed due to time delays decreases as the frequency increases. The results obtained in this paper can be a supplementary study for
the other researches performed in this field.
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